Give voice to your ideas with Text-to-Speech

Use AI to create professional audio segments using 330+ neural voices across 129 languages and variants

Quickly build voice projects for marketing, blog posts, e-learning, ads, IVRs, and more...

BitFractal leverages cutting edge technology to transform text scripts into natural voice clips to be used for promos, ads, social media posts, news, corporate trainings, e-learning and many other applications.

BitFractal is available in different plans to meet the needs from individuals to large organizations and published for immediate use on Microsoft AppSource and Azure Marketplace. Soon to be available to be installed directly from within Teams.

AI brings the future to organizations

83% Of technical decision makers consider the opportunity with AI to be bigger today than it has ever been.

~75% Of technical decision makers believe that every application could benefit from AI to help quick innovation and drive better customer and employee experiences.

51% Of technical decision makers believe they don’t have the necessary resources to benefit from AI themselves.

81% Of technical leaders say they would use more AI if it was easier to develop and deploy.

~50% Companies have seen that more effective AI delivered better Customer Experience, increased automation, business agility, employee productivity, and revenue growth by about 50%.